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INTRODUCTION 02

Thank you for purchasing our very first Macro Trend Report, 20|20 Vision. The Foresight Forum was
born out of the need to provide invaluable consumer insight, original analyses and a peek into the
future. Through a unique mix of consumer voices, trend forecasting, strategy and innovation - we
enable you to future-proof your ideas.

Our first report, 20|20 Vision aims to unpack and highlight 10 key macro trends that will affect
consumer demand, perception and behaviour over the next 12-18 months. In this report you will find a
complete break-down of 10 shifts in attitudes and mindsets that will dictate actions in the near future. 

The report is carefully designed to provide a comprehensive overview of changes in behavioural
patterns today that will shape and influence decisions tomorrow, along with case studies of over 50
organisations that are already paving the way for a new future. Alongside you will find related micro
trends that can be further explored through our Micro Trend Reports which take a deep dive into
emerging trends that we see relevant. In addition you will also find Key Takeaways for your business
that can further be explored through our Brand Services where we provide insights and strategies
specifically for our clients.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like to learn more or if you would like us to build a
custom report for you. 

Looking forward to having you join us as we foster new thinking and build future-proofed businesses.

Faithfully Yours, 
Team Foresight Forum

Ahaana Khosla - ahaana@theforesightforum.co
Aashna Arora - aashna@theforesightforum.co



1 .  MORALITY MINDSET
The increased desire to be virtuous, righteous and noble

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN WINTERS; ILLUSTRATIONS BY JAMES GRAHAM



With more time to reflect and reconcile, one’s contribution
within the capitalist system is being reconsidered. A shift in
beliefs driven by a new wave of ethical thinking has made
the difference between right and wrong exceedingly
apparent. A heightened moral compass means that the tribe
is now more aware that every action has a supporting result
and reaction. Choosing values over norms, choices are
being made to benefit not only the individual but the
community at large.

A mindset piloted by the desire to do the right thing is
making zero waste living, sustainable products and eco
friendly alternatives common-place. Losing faith in
authorities and jurisdiction, this conscious clan is turning
inwards, to their own belief systems and looking for new
ways to redefine their position in society. As asking
questions becomes habitual, it is clear that there is a sense
of ownership and responsibility in the air.

TODAY
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SPOTLIGHT: PANGAIA

What if we told you your next collection of sneakers
were being made of grapes? Pangaia pioneers a solution
to tackle the 6.5 billion tonne waste produced by the
wine industry with the potential to produce 2.6 billion
square meters of grape leather all from just stalks, skins
and seeds. Pangaia not only uses plant-based leather
but also ensures no new virgin resources in their supply
chain. Brands born with sustainability as a core value
driver must be cognisant about the entire process from
sourcing and packaging to recycling. Pangaia’s
transparency about its carbon footprint, labor conditions
and partnered charities enables it to drive authenticity
and trust amongst its loyal consumers.
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Ethique is leading the plastic free beauty movement
with their socially responsible approach. A carbon
neutral, fair wage employer that donates 20% of annual
profits to animal and eco charities. Ethique Beauty
leverages forgotten behaviours by using bars to reform
how personal care is distributed by reducing waste on
packaging. Their sales have been increasing at a rate of
300% to 400% yearly. The brand looks for distribution
partners that can amplify its digital presence and social
media efforts through a focus on the environment. A key
trick Ethique uses is bright colours and making a
statement through their eye-catching display.

“A reusable, all natural way to store food”, Beeswrap is
on a mission to reduce plastic consumption and kitchen
waste by leveraging organic cotton and sustainably
sourced beeswax. Their products are focused on
providing consumers with a multi-functional solution
that meets several kitchen needs. Despite a relatively
high price, their value proposition that promotes the use
of one sheet per year has resulted in an influx of
customers. In 2019, the company had to improve its
production line efficiency to keep up with its increasing
consumer demand and yearly revenue of $10 Million.

There is a huge opportunity for brands to promote a
circular bio-economy around using crop straws as
resources, including improving straw utilisation rates
and reducing open-field burning. The Wheat Straw
Company is a brand with a mission to bring to
consumers sustainable straws that do not turn to mush.
They coupled the issue of global climate change and the
increasing need to be sustainable through compostable,
gluten-free wheat drinking straws. “Customers are often
shocked that our straws are JUST a plant stem, no
manufacturing just a stem, cut and washed and ready to
use as a straw. "This is truly nature's straw." The UK
based company is constantly seeking out new ways to
keep their consumers engaged, “ we don't want people
to engage one day and forget the next. For real change
people need to be engaged for life.”

SPOTLIGHT: THE WHEAT STRAW

SPOTLIGHT: ETHIQUE BEAUTY

SPOTLIGHT: BEESWRAP



Expect to see an acceleration of this desire to be noble, virtuous and righteous
over the next 18 months. As climate change, malnutrition, inequality and
ecological degradation stop being just the ‘world’s problems’, there will be an
urge for the tribe to take matters into their own hands. Worn out by visual
pollution, the tribe will reject mass consumption and turn to mindful consumption
prioritising functionality, durability and conservation.

As climate action becomes the need of the hour, the desire to be present without
compromising future generations will become the priority. With a yearning to
harmoniously coexist with the environment and maintain ecological balance, the
tribe of tomorrow will put the needs of the planet first. Choosing up-cycled
products over new ones, anticipate the birth of eco shaming and a rise in
Clicktivism, Zero Waste Living and Cancel Culture. 

06

TOMORROW
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REFURBISHMENT

CLIMATE ACTION

CLICKTIVISM

ZERO WASTE LIVING

 End to end sustainability
 Provide moral incentives for your consumers  
 Realign your ethics and code of conduct around the values of your consumers
 There is no planet B, protecting the environment must be the priority

1.
2.
3.
4.

KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS



2.DECELERATION REVOLUTION 
Slowing down, living lighter and finding greater purpose



TODAY 09

Grappling to keep up with the demands of an expeditious world, the
Deceleration Revolution advocates a cultural shift towards slowing down.
Grounded in the belief that faster isn’t better, the intention is to disconnect
and be more present. The cornerstone of the outlook is to forge better
relationships with ourselves, reflect and prioritise the things that truly matter.
A key element of the approach is to let go of the fear of missing out and live a
balanced, healthier and happier life. 

The desire to look inwards and find purpose has spearheaded the use of
meditation apps, mindfulness practices, noting and self help activities. Longing
to be less frazzled and think clearly - pioneers of the revolution believe that
slowing down allows for greater clarity and in-turn leads to better decision
making. Dismissing the previously unrealistic pace of life, there is a new-
found appreciation for all things conscious and considered. Choosing to spend
more time outdoors and be still, this tribe is slowly learning how to live as
opposed to merely exist.

SPOTLIGHT: WAVE

Wave is an immersive at-home meditation music
experience designed to redefine meditation, making it
accessible for those looking to connect deeply with
their emotions. The startup believes that it is important 
 to build customer lifetime value and keep the customer
engaged. Owing to this their approach is to make
meditation energising, empowering and easy to
incorporate into everyday self care routines. The true
value of Wave lies in the fact that it is driven by music.
Music is a powerful story teller and allows a customised
and unique experience to guide the human mind and
body. “Nothing feels better than relaxing the mind to
some of the most euphoric uplifting beats that vibrate
through a cushion in your body."
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SPOTLIGHT: MEYA

SPOTLIGHT: RELAX VR

It is clear to consumers that the
environment around matters. Where you
look and where you spend your time
profoundly affects how you feel. Virtual
reality can enable humans to create
synthetic environments in order to evoke
specific physiological and emotional
reactions. This can be a new medical
intervention for pain, anxiety, phobias
and several other conditions - a new tool
that can complement drugs, therapy and
medical procedures. 

Meya provides 8-12 minute meditation
sessions that play beats that put the mind
into a message receiving mode. “We believe
that meditation is a fantastic tool that reduces
stress and improves overall wellbeing,
however without any additional self-work it is
often not enough to trigger deeper inner
transformation. 

Relax VR is a virtual reality and meditation
company that provides clients with a deeply
immersive relaxation experience. Through
their research they found that Relax VR is
able to reduce levels of anxiety and
negative thoughts and offers a promising
approach to manage emotions. In the
future, the company will look into
integrating biofeedback that measures
physiological aspects related to stress,
giving users a better understanding of their
patterns and underlying issues over time.

Owing to this we have combined it with other
self-development and spiritual awakening
practices- in particular a modern distillation of
“inner alchemy” a practice that focuses on
transforming the inside to change the
outside.” Meya is currently partnering with
several artists to bring meditation, self-
development and spiritual awakening to the
wider music market. “Our intention is to make
electronic music a tool for mental health”.



TOMORROW
As the revolution gains momentum and more members dismiss the
previously unrealistic pace of life - there will be an affinity towards
products and services that have a more calculated and long term
approach. Rejecting all things fast - from fashion to food, consumers
will become more mindful of everything they put in and on their
bodies. Turning away from capitalism, the tribe will move towards
foraging, in-house farming and make best use of regional and local
produce. 

With an acceleration of the debate around fast fashion, disposable
clothing will become the enemy and consumers will turn to
independent labels with a purpose. Embracing spending more time
in isolation and with only those that matter, experiences will become
the most valuable currency. As the demand for meaningful
connections rise, expect to see the birth of Slow Dating and the
normalisation of the ‘joy of missing out’. Anticipate the rise of
meditation cafe’s, escape rooms, slow exercise and Travel Therapy.
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SPOTLIGHT: ASKET

With sustainability and simplicity lying at the core of everything they
do, Asket produces timeless menswear classics. Rejecting seasonality
and fleeting trends, the Swedish brand proudly sells only one
permanent collection. “ Our permanent collection is a simple concept,
but has proven to unlock a radical new way of working; no
overproduction or waste at the end of seasons, time and resources to
become accountable for our supply chain from farm to the final garment
and no need for discounting.” The collection features thoughtfully
designed, high quality men's wardrobe essentials with perfect sizing
and extensive advice on post purchase care. For Asket, “transparency”
is not a buzzword. Each item comes with a full transparency report and
offers a percentage of how much of a product’s journey is traceable.



KEY TAKE AWAYS:

 Give your users space without letting them forget about you
 Show empathy and care about physical and mental well being 
 Provide experiences that enhance and alleviate stress and anxiety 
 Encourage development towards living a healthy and balanced life

1.
2.
3.
4.
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MICRO TRENDS

SLOW DATING

TRAVEL THERAPY

ECO RETAIL

UPCYCLING

MINDFULNESS

12



3.PANDEMIC RECOVERY
The aftermath of Covid-19 and acclimatising to the new normal
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In a war against nature - the pandemic has shaken
humankind to its core. Confining everyone within the
walls of their own homes, it has forced the world to
strip back, lie low and turn back to basics. Zoom
meetings have become the norm while washing hands
frequently and wearing masks have become
inescapable. Widespread unemployment, global
protests and a volatile stock market has created the
most tumultuous period in recent history. 

Riddled with fear and anxiety for the uncertainty that
lies ahead - consumers are staying isolated, glued to
their screens and being forced to keep a safe distance
from loved ones. Between the popularity of
#quarantinebaking and #sourdough on social media
along with finding new ways to stay fit inside whilst
Tik-Toking - a new world order has emerged. 

Kitchen tables have turned into classrooms and a
work- life balance has become almost impossible to
achieve. Forced out of routine, video gaming has seen
a spike in users as the stimulation from television
platforms like Netflix just isn’t enough anymore. A new
group of gamers have emerged - the ‘Match 3 Mom’s’
who have turned to technology to find peace, solace
and distraction in a terribly unsettling time. 

Safety, hygiene and nutrition have become the
foremost priority as the world turns to a diet that
promotes good health, adequate sleep and physical
activity. An increased patronisation of local
restaurants along with an exponential rise in the use
of hyperlocal produce has led to more 'Home-
Eeatertaining' and a movement towards adding layers
of effortless opulence to everyday meals. 

TODAY

SPOTLIGHT: IFABRIC CORP

IFabric corp has been working on antiviral fabrics for healthcare settings that
can be applied not only to apparel but also to public spaces. Their mission
from the beginning has been to create fabrics that care. They have
collaborated with several athleisure brands to develop their one of a kind
antiviral yoga pants. However their newest product is a single use laundry
additive that consumers can use to impart antiviral and antibacterial
properties to their garments. Companies as such will need to develop familiar
material that encourages safer environments for consumers. “Just a few years
ago it was difficult to get anyone to pay attention to antiviral fabrics, even in a
healthcare setting".



SPOTLIGHT: BANG & OLUFSEN
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SPOTLIGHT: INNOVATOR HEALTH 

Bang & Olufsen will lean on its new partnership with the
Astralis group to gain knowledge from Esports to inform its
future line of gaming products. In order to remain relevant in
the next 3-5 years the company is taking an initiative to
shift its offering by expanding its integration with film,
music and entertainment to include gaming. With Esports
entering the Asian Games and other other major
competitive events, Esports is on its way to becoming a
legitimate sport. Owing to its reliance on digital platforms, it
is fast paced, scalable and can level the playing field within
categories like gender, nationality and physical disabilities.

In a post pandemic world, telemedicine will continue to
gain popularity as the new way to interact and
communicate with healthcare professionals. Avoiding the
hassle brought upon by in-person visits, telemedicine
platforms have seen a 300% spike in users since the
spread of COVID-19. Arkansas born Innovator Health is
changing the telemedicine conversation through
technology by allowing their patients and caregivers to feel
as if they're in the same room. With a mission to improve
high quality healthcare for underserved populations, the
company is working tirelessly to enable rural hospitals to
reap the benefits of the best healthcare professionals
without having to commute to urban communities for
medical services.

Lunya is sleepwear for the modern woman that double up
as pieces that can be worn out. Using natural fibers that
are soft and kind to the skin, Lunya garments are
luxurious, versatile and thoughtfully designed.
Loungewear has seen a 100% YoY growth in demand
amid the pandemic. However, even before the pandemic
technology was already developing efficient solutions to
encourage people to spend more time at home and
eliminate the need to physically show up. As technology
advances our clothes will become simpler and less public
facing. Lunya is currently focusing more on factors that are
less visible to the consumer like shortening factory lead
times and producing clothes almost on demand. 

SPOTLIGHT: LUNYA



With no potential for a widespread vaccine in the
short term, regionalisation will continue to take
precedence over globalisation. With a focus on
home-grown and home-made products, expect a
new found appreciation for all things that hit home.
Craving familiarity in times of uncertainty, consumers
will seek experiences, products and services that
spark joy, in particular those that evoke a sense of
nostalgia. 

As family remains the foremost priority, consumers
will continue to embrace digital tools to engage with
those far-away. Habits created in the lockdown will
stick and the shift towards DIY will carry on. Having
had time to reflect and reconcile consumers will
continue to prioritise health and mental well being in
the quest for self optimisation. Work from home will
retain its popularity as the benefit of a decentralised
workforce will become increasingly apparent.

As the world heads into a recession, price sensitivity
will become ever so important. In a shift towards value
and essentials, consumers will remain mindful of their
purchases and seek longevity and durability. Total
consumer participation in online shopping will increase
with a focus on experience driven digital channels as
well as omni-channel. Contactless delivery such as
curbside pickups, cashless payments and drive
throughs will continue to see higher adoption rates
even once the virus has been eradicated. 

A heightened awareness surrounding health and
hygiene will continue to influence purchasing decisions,
with an affinity for brands and products that showcase
themselves as being trustworthy, reliant and
minimising health risks. Anticipate the birth of anti-viral
clothing, Local Luxury, Shopstreaming and the rise of
Homewear and E-sports.

The sudden increase in the use of hand sanitisers
has given birth to a new problem - dry, wrinkly
and even red and inflamed skin. To reverse the
damage caused by the pandemic, French company
Biologique Recherché has launched its Protective
Recovery Hand Cream with antiviral and
antibacterial properties to inhibit and neutralise
harmful pathogens. The formulation enables
nourishment and hydration of the skin to reduce
any irritation and dryness. Recherché takes a
holistic approach towards resolving beauty issues
at their core. Utilising only natural ingredients in
their products and pushing the boundaries to
make skincare edible. Their strategy involves
educating their customers on why hand hygiene is
important and what ingredients make a good,
protective hand cream.

TOMORROW

SPOTLIGHT: BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHÉ
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SHOPSTREAMING

E-SPORTS

HOMEWEAR

TELEMEDICINE

LOCAL LUXURY

 A heightened awareness of health and hygiene  
 Optimising the use of technology to enhance the online experience
 A shift towards comfort without compromising style
 A newfound appreciation for all things local

1.
2.
3.
4.

KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS 17



4.THE SCREENAGERS
How digitally native generations are rewriting the rules



Born with a silver screen in their hand and taught to use a
stylus before a pencil - these digital natives are flooding our
social media feeds with Tootsie Slides and Pancake Cereal.
Growing up in the era of ubiquitous technology, The
Screenagers are comfortable with computers and
smartphones and consider technological tools an integral part
of their lives. These young people speak a language bound by
technology and for most of them the only way they know to
communicate and learn is via computers, social networking
services (SNS) and text. As a mobile first generation, this tribe
is open to accepting new apps and services that improve
efficiency, save time and get the job done quickly.

TODAY

With the information of the world available to them in the palm
of their hands, they are more resourceful, informed and
adaptable than any generation before. Seeking individuality
and uniqueness they are pragmatic, value driven and believe in
integrating technology wherever possible to make not only
their own lives better but also those of their peers and families.
Born in the late 90’s, today they seek experiences that are
intuitive, immersive and more interactive than ever before.
Having grown up during the financial crisis, they are frugal and
understand and appreciate the value of money, dismissing
wastage and unnecessary purchases. For them consumption is
a vehicle for self expression and thus to buy into something, it
must give them a sense of belonging. Moving away from
stereotypes and rigid definitions of race, gender and sexuality,
these Screenagers are choosing a more fluid approach
towards identity and redefining the way they see themselves
and the world.

Technology is driving a shift in lifestyles towards an
access economy that allows goods and services to
be shared and rented. Younger generations Gen Z,
in particular believe in owning less and adopting
more services to improve their lives. Providing a
break from long-term leases to short term
memberships, “The Collective builds and activates
spaces that foster human connection and enable
people to live more fulfilling lives”. They believe that
people can be more together and empower their
members to co-create their experiences, while
drawing from and building upon the surrounding
community. Their spaces drive personal and
professional development and are fit for anyone
irrespective of their profession or age.

SPOLIGHT: THE COLLECTIVE
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SPOTLIGHT: SAVVY APP

Savvy is an app that makes it possible to manage your finances and
save up for the things you want. Having partnered with leading
private Indian bank ICICI Prudential, Savvy helps people put money
aside to achieve their long and short term financial goals with ease.
The app is free to use and all the money saved through the app
automatically goes into the ICICI Prudential Liquid Mutual Fund. “We
realised that savings products like Savings accounts and FD’s
haven’t changed in decades and many young people are quite
intimidated by savings and finance in general." The app has no
minimum account requirements or limits and can be used by anyone,
irrespective of their age, financial capacity or savings requirements.
With 30,000 users currently and 200% revenue growth MoM, the
app aims to continuously update and potentially “launch more
services to help people reclaim their power over money and be more
financially savvy.”

Hold is an app that rewards the user for not using their phone. “We
believe in helping people spend their time on the things that matter”.
Founded by students who found themselves constantly scrolling while
‘studying’, Hold was created to help students cut out the distractions
and find a productive workflow. Through the app the user is able to
earn points for every 20 minutes of not using their smartphone. The
points can be redeemed in exchange for free popcorn, coffees and
discounted movie tickets. However it is not just at cinemas that the
points can be redeemed- the app has also partnered with Cafe Nero,
Planet Organic and OnePiece and if the user is feeling charitable the
points can also be exchanged for books and stationary which are
donated to schools working with UNICEF.

SPOTLIGHT: HOLD 20



Choosing to live with like minded individuals
as opposed to family members or partners on
a different wavelength, expect this tribe to
redefine co-living to suit their unique needs
and desires devoid of judgement. Referring to
themselves as ‘self partnered’ versus single,
sad-fishing versus attention seeking, they will
find innovative ways to communicate their
messages in the most unbiased ways. 

Encouraged by tech companies, these
consumers will seek out tools that allow them
to disconnect from social media and reap
rewards for not being glued to their phones.
Craving meaningful connections, they will
gravitate towards brands and products with
inclusive messaging that give them a sense of
security and belonging. Seeing the value in
getting to the root of their emotions, expect to
see the birth of crying culture, cuddle cafe’s
and happiness classes. In addition to the rise
of Un-Married Marriages, Moral Messaging
and Fun Finance.

Expect to see the fluidity of gender and
sexuality accelerate over the next 18 months, as
The Screenagers continue to rebel against
traditional socially constructed ideas of identity.
A sad generation with happy pictures, these
teens will choose real over perfect in an attempt
to share their authentic selves. Battling against
loneliness, fear and anxiety this tribe will move
towards AI driven apps that enable them to
share honest and true stories. 

Rejecting the numbing of their emotions
through substances, this tribe will turn their
emotions into actions. With a dismissal of
unrealistic standards of beauty the backlash
against retouching, photoshopping,
whitewashing and filtering will continue. With a
strong appetite for financial education this
generation will look for technological tools that
will enable them to achieve their long term
financial goals with ease. Hyperconnected and
refusing to settle, this tribe will alter norms to
fulfil their desires.

TOMORROW

SPOTLIGHT: MONZO

Born in the UK, Monzo is a bank that thinks
differently and conveniently fits into the fast paced
lives of younger generations. Built for the
smartphone generation and to work most
effectively through the devices in our hands,
Monzo provides full financial freedom, visibility and
safety. “For too long banking has been obtuse,
complex and opaque. We wanted to change that
and build a bank with everyone, for everyone.”
Driven by the community and constantly taking
feedback from their users, Monzo now has 4.6
million active users globally and adds 200,000 new
users every month.
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 Give your consumers a sense of belonging
 Provide transparency and have clear core values that you can highlight
 Be authentic and don’t portray or perpetuate unrealistic standards of beauty
 Reward your users for time away from their screens
 Create a space for your users to express themselves freely, devoid of judgement

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ENDLESS EDUCATION

FUN FINANCE

KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS

MORAL MESSAGING

UN-MARRIED MARRIAGES



The emerging phygital world
5.HYPERREALITIES 



TODAY 04

As it becomes harder than ever for retailers to attract customers into their
brick and mortar stores, the physical and digital worlds can no longer be
addressed as two separate entities. Today, one doesn't have to be a
digital native to act like one. Mid-lifer’s are tracking their fitness regimes
on Fit-Bits and seniors are choosing tablets over newspapers and
Facetime over phone calls. With the rise of wearable technology, virtual
reality, augmented reality and artificial intelligence, the internet of things
is pointing us to a world where technology will soon engulf every aspect
of our lives.

A new cult is rising - the digital world is here and we are no longer bound by
physical space. With an increase in demand for stimulation, the line between
the physical and digital is being blurred. From leisure and restaurants to fashion
and retail, technology is driving experiences to make them more immersive,
engaging and emotive. Experiential marketing has become the norm both in the
home and at work, as consumers crave offline connections that evoke a feeling.
Constant connectivity means that the demand for extreme and boundary
pushing interactions is galloping.
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The Fabricant creates phygital experiences to build interactive moments
between the customer and the brand. Their digital-only fashion can only
be traded in virtual realities and through virtual currencies, with the belief
that our digital identities will permeate daily life to become the new
reality. "Imagine humans uploading themselves into a computer to
achieve the next level of existence." The Fabricant is working with
brands, photographers and creatives to build fashion stories that are free
from the constraints of physical boundaries. "The phygital environment is
not a short term bandaid, it's a world that can be created from a fresh
perspective and creative to all. A digital environment has new bodies, and
cultures, consuming isn’t the only act."

SPOTLIGHT: THE FABRICANT



SPOTLIGHT: INTIMATE WEARABLE H&M

SPOTLIGHT: TEAMLAB

Boltware’s mission is to digitize our daily reality to offer
smart and connected products. Their collaboration with
H&M aims to bring wearable a tech collection to the masses
through a blue denim jacket that can be used to transfer
emotions through touch. The approach is simple, convert
classical clothing to be digitally connected to offer a user-
friendly service to the customer. It will need to be
seamlessly integrated into the daily life of your customer,
and offer an opportunity that cannot be received through
other available technologies such as a smartphone.

In order for something to be memorable, it must be
immersive. Through a confluence of art, science and
technology, teamLab creates boundary pushing
experiences that leave the visitor completely mesmerised
and enthralled. "We are a collaborative, interdisciplinary
creative group that bring together professionals from
various fields of practice in the digital society." Their latest
3 dimensional light shower installation explores the
relationship between the self, the world and new
perceptions through art. Visitors are immersed in a light
shower made up of a series of moving lights programmed
by the collective’s Light Sculpture – Plane technology. The
new sprawling space is a continuation of teamLab’s
mission to change people”s perception of space through
technology.

Bringing food to life through augmented reality will
continue to gain popularity as a powerful tool to drive
consumer engagement and increase customer enjoyment.
LePetit Chef, elevates the average dining experience into a
grand theatrical show. The lavish dining experience
includes a 6 course meal where diners can feast on
multiple international cuisines whilst a visual show is
projected on their plates. As storytelling becomes more
important than ever in grabbing attention, consumer
expectations for unique concepts and multi sensorial
experiences will rise too. Think of innovative ways to tap
into your consumers senses beyond what they already
know and expect.

SPOTLIGHT: LE PETIT CHEF 
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26TOMORROW
With the birth of virtual influencers, augmented restaurants, digital
garments and phygital playgrounds, it is clear that digital and physical
realities will soon be completely merged. In the quest to fight boredom
and enhance mundane tasks, expect to see an added layer of digital
gamification within our everyday lives. Fresh applications of existing
technologies will enable multi layered, mixed reality experiences that
will blend physical and digital touchpoints. As the relationship
between gaming and fashion gets explored further, more brands will
choose to design products for wearing in games and in real life. In the
conflict of continued newness against sustainability, expect to see an
increased acceptance of digital fashion products.

Translating physical craftsmanship into digital craftsmanship, brands will
choose to develop and communicate their best collections digitally, proving
that fashion does not have to be physical to exist. With dead stock distress
on the rise, more retailers will choose to fill their stores with experiences
and websites with digital products. Embracing the potential of being fully
sustainable, several brands will choose to be digital friendly if not digital
only paving way for a new category of clothing - digital couture.
Augmented reality will enable unconventional, interactive dining
experiences that will bridge the gap between digital and physical spaces.
Anticipate the birth of Wearable Intimacy, virtual trade shows, Intangible
Apparel and Escape Rooms, in addition to the rise of Game Garments and
Smart Homes.

Virtual influencers will become an indication of
how we will represent ourselves online in the
future and the lines between a virtual influencer
and a completely digitised influencer will be
blurred. Lilmiquela is an example of a virtual
influencer who is gaining mainstream attention.
Brands are creating their own virtual influencers,
to create genuine engagement with no risk. They
make the perfect ambassadors and allow for
engagement rates to be 3 times higher, as these
compelling characters will represent your brand’s
true value. Use machine learning to learn
consumer patterns and AI for bringing these
characters to life through voices, emotions and
compelling backgrounds.

SPOTLIGHT: LILMIQUELA



 Leverage augmented reality to create memorable home experiences
 Explore the possibility of digital fashion in creating a more sustainable future for retail
 Try bridging the gap between digital and physical spaces as seamlessly as possible
 Make your physical spaces less transactional and more experiential

1.
2.
3.
4.
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REEL RESTAURANTS

INTANGIBLE APPAREL

ONLINE TO OFFLINE

VIRTUAL SHOWS

WEARABLE INTIMACY

KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS



6. DEEP ROOTED
A back-to-basics approach and a revival of ancestral practices



We’re seeing a strong comeback of relatively unknown and
forgotten traditional practices. From Maca to Turmeric and
from Rose Water to Onion Juice - skincare and wellness is
looking back, towards ancient ingredients and techniques
in an attempt to revive remedies that worked centuries ago,
but work even better today. Dieting methods embedded
deep within religion and cultures are resurfacing to become
widespread. 

From intermittent fasting to paleo we’re seeing a shift in
eating patterns as more individuals look backwards in an
attempt to eat like their ancestors did. In the endeavour to
consume ‘clean’ and prioritise health, we’re seeing the rise
of vegan, dairy free and celiac diets. With growing health
concerns surrounding dairy and the increasing number of
lactose intolerant individuals, coffee shops are being forced
to adapt to the changing consumer and offer alternatives
such as oat milk, rice milk and even hemp milk (apart from
almond, soya and coconut). 
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TODAY
As bulletproof coffee becomes a popular alternative to
breakfast and Dalgona coffee which was first made
popular in the early 80’s bubbles up to the surface, it is
clear that there is a desire to look back and resurrect age
old tricks and trends. A rebirth of handmade, naturally
dyed and woven apparel is gaining attention as the search
for less industrial and value driven consumption continues. 

The increasing popularity of CBD oils, creams, gels and
shampoos is causing mainstream retailers to adapt and
start selling CBD infused products. Watch out for this
tomorrow as brands like Vita Coco launch sparkling
enriched coconut water with CBD. Overall, social media is
enabling niche brands to look back at family recipes and
ancestral secrets to repackage, commercialise and
normalise home-remedies. Think ancient China, India,
Korea and all the herbs before medicine.

SPOTLIGHT: KAMA AYURVEDA
With a revival of ancestral practices and ingredients, Indian born Kama Ayurveda has
found its place in the market as one of the leading luxury beauty and wellness brands,
The New Delhi based brand prides itself on bringing back ayurvedic practices through
its range of chemical free wellness products. Initially promoted only through word of
mouth, today the brand has a social media following of over 300,000 and is set to open
its 56th store in the country.



SPOTLIGHT:CAVAMAX 
Aiming to replace traditional emulsifying agents in baking,
Cavamax by Wacker is being increasingly used as a
substitute for eggs in baked goods. The Munich based
group is working hard to help the food industry develop
products that serve the growing market for vegan food. As
more and more people forgo animal products like eggs,
milk and meat, Wacker is supplying the food industry with
cyclodextrins derived from plant starches under its brand
Cavamax to make vegan recipes easily possible.

Commonly referred to as the “Champagne of Dairy”, Kefir
is a one stop probiotic solution for gut related issues. Born
in Mumbai, Kefir Culture is making this tart and tangy drink
accessible to consumers across India enabling them to
take their gut health into their own hands. The feel good
beverage cleanses intestines and boosts immune functions
and can be easily incorporated into any diet.

As gut health becomes a growing health concern linked to
cognitive function, fermented drinks like Kombucha have
become tremendously popular. “Even though Kombucha
dates back over 2000 years ago to Ancient China, it is only
now that people have begun to notice it’s innumerable
health benefits”. With the rising popularity of veganism
and eco-consciousness, Bangkok Booch with its sassy,
Gen Z driven branding is revolutionizing Kombucha by
making it cool, affordable and accessible for Thai
consumers. “Packed with antioxidants, probiotics,
enzymes and vitamins, Bangkok Booch is a tasty product
that improves gut health whilst boosting immunity.”

SPOTLIGHT: KUMBOOCHA - BANGKOK BOOCH, KEFIR

SPOTLIGHT: MY BIOLIFE VEGAN CHEESE

In the hunt for plant based alternatives, vegan cheese is in
the spotlight. My Bio Life’s vegan cheese is a natural, tasty
and healthy alternative to milk based cheese and is
becoming the preferred choice for vegans and non-vegans
alike. According to Bio Life the creators of Australia’s
favourite vegan cheese that claim their cheese tastes as
good as the real thing, "going plant based is not only
better for the environment but also enhances fitness,
improves gut health, balances hormones and reduces risk
against diseases."
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Age-old techniques such as cooking in cast
iron skillets will gain popularity as the adverse
effects of modern day cooking methods like
non-stick pans with teflon coatings become
increasingly apparent.

Expect a push away from chemicals
ingredients like Sodium Benzoate as a
pickling agent and in emulsifying flavors. The
growing awareness of mental health and
anxiety will propel the discovery of
ingredients that can tackle key well-being
issues at the core. Health benefits of
traditional medicinal roots like Ashwagandha,
Jujube , Passionflower and Rhodiola Rosea
will be brought to the forefront. These will
become available in the form of snacks, drinks
and supplements that allow for easy and
stress free consumption. Furthermore, expect
to see mental health solutions to be taken to
the next level, enabling the improvement of
not only brain function but athletic
performance as well. Anticipate the rise of
Raw Remedies, Homegrown Meals and the
Sugar Spurn.

Ingredients that support health, nutrition and
those that are sustainable for the planet will
be prioritised. This will include attempts to
reduce sugar consumption, minimise bacteria
load and support future diets such as plant
based.  Zero waste diets such as those
including green banana flour and fruit peels
will gain popularity. Shiitake mushrooms will
be fermented to provide an alternative to
sugar.

Cavamax will provide a replacement for eggs
in baking and Umeboshi will become an easy
option for vegan cheese lovers. As the hunt
for alternatives continues, individuals will look
back at ancient civilisations to seek out ways
to incorporate traditional ingredients and
techniques in their daily lives. Promoting
crops and plants that require less water and
those that grow in soil where other grains
can’t will become a key solution for farmers in
the future. Sorghum will gain traction as a
grain that is rich in antioxidants and one that
can act as an excellent source of fibre and
protein. 

TOMORROW SPOTLIGHT: MYCO TECHNOLOGY

As sugar continues to become the enemy, Mycotechnology is paving a new
way for proteins and sweeteners. The brainchild of a mushroom scientist and
chemist who wanted to find a way to harvest nutritional products from
mushrooms, Mycotechnology is committed to making sweeteners and protein
alternatives all from common fungi. Their two flagship products are PureTaste
and ClearTaste. PureTaste which is made from shiitake mushroom roots is
said to taste like cereal and can be used as a protein supplement while
ClearTaste has the effect of curbing bitterness and functions as a sweetener.

As with ancient grains like sorghum, the
ingredients of the future are also the
ingredients of the past, whose benefits have
been forgotten or fallen out of fashion.
Other protein replacements for Plant Based
Dieters will include Bayberries found in
China that can be canned or frozen to reach
the smallest corners of the world. In order to
reduce food waste, attempts will be made
to use citrus extracts to extend shelf life of
food items. 
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KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS

 Reinvent things that have worked in the past and make them relevant today
 Be transparent and share evidence that what you're claiming actually works 
 Share stories of your processes and ingredients
 Value local ingredients and find innovative ways to incorporate them into your products

1.
2.
3.
4.
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HOMEGROWN MEALS

RAW REMEDIES

HERB-IVOROUS

SUGAR SPURN

ANCESTRAL DIETS



The quest for self optimisation
7.ELEVATED EGOS 



Virtual and augmented reality have become important tools in
medical diagnosis and treatment as well as in cognitive
therapy to decrease agitation, frustration and increase
happiness. Simulation models enabled by technology give
anyone the chance to become an expert in their field or
explore a new subject of their choice. Easy access to
information now allows learning to be seen as a lifelong
process as opposed to merely restricted to formative school
and University years. Continuously growing the mind has
become a necessity that isn’t limited to books and online
courses, as travel emerges as a tool of education enabling one
to understand ethnographic differences and cultures. The
definition of affluence shifts from being driven by wealth to
include a life that allows for freedom of opportunities and
growth. Time has become the most valuable resource as the
ability to own one’s time and spend it on becoming the best
version of oneself takes precedence.

Overall well-being has become a key driver for individuals
today. Moving away from temporary fixes and towards
internal wellness, beauty and personal care products are being
forced to adapt and tackle issues at their core. Products
touting anxiety and mental health benefits have become
widespread as the desire to stay focussed and build resilience
has become the priority. Mindful exercises have become just
as important as physical fitness as the journey to connect from
within remains top of mind. Concerned about what they eat,
how they consume and staying fit, individuals are seeking out
long term benefits that enrich life versus superficial short term
solutions. 

TODAY

SPOTLIGHT: PURE CULTURE

As consumers seek out personalised products that
address internal and external concerns, Pure Culture
Beauty is the newest kid on the skincare block. “Pure
Culture Beauty is about understanding the true scientific
makeup of your skin, our regimens that are so specific,
they only work for you”. Through a comprehensive skin
analysis and variety of skin tests they create custom
skincare formulas that consider everything from dietary
requirements to genes, lifestyle changes and skincare
priorities.
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SPOTLIGHT: MASTERCLASS

SPOTLIGHT: MON PURE 

Why worry about hair care when the real unsung hero of
healthy hair is the scalp? Monpure London transforms the
way we think about the scalp by bridging the gap between
skin and haircare. Their team of beauty experts,
dermatologists and scientists are committed to finding a real
solution for the issues of hair loss and thinning. Monpure’s 
 results driven range uses nourishing European botanicals
sourced sustainably which are then supercharged in German
laboratories to ensure that they are working at their highest
potential.

SPOTLIGHT: GAIA HERBS

Focussing on adaptogens and natural herbs that improve
cognitive function and overall wellbeing and performance,
Gaia Herbs strives to produce the highest quality herbal
supplements. With full transparency and seed to shelf
production, their mission is to connect plants to people whilst
giving back to the community and environment. They are the
first company in the world to introduce a transparency tool
which allows the customer to discover the origin of the herb
and simultaneously assess the quality of the product.

SPOTLIGHT: MIRA APP
In the endeavour to optimise conception, women are turning to digital tools to help them manage their ovulation cycles more efficiently. One
such app is Mira that uses AI to help women get pregnant. This all in one fertility tracking system, is more than just a hormone tracker. “Mira
uses AI algorithms to learn changing hormone patterns for a highly personalised and accurate ovulation prediction.” It automatically syncs,
records and explains fertility data in a way that is easy to comprehend and manage.

SPOTLIGHT: GAIA HERBS

In the quest for self optimisation, learning is an endless process. Offering online classes for students of all ages, levels
and interests, Masterclass has been able to tap into the gap in the market for comprehensive, visually stimulating,
accessible tools of learning. Having partnered with the world’s greatest experts and celebrities, it has proved that
everyone’s secrets are here to be shared - one has to just go and seek them out. Proving that one can be an expert in
any field that they choose, Masterclass is a prime example of a company that has capitalized on the power of learning -
beyond school, university and formal education.
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As the desire to be self sufficient, adaptable and
efficient accelerates, consumers will demand for
brands to become more transparent and act as well-
being partners. Building honest and meaningful
relationships with consumers will become the
foremost priority for brands who will assist
individuals in their quest for self optimisation.
Brands will begin to offer on demand, end-to-end
services including diagnosis, treatment, and
maintenance in addition to providing engaging
content that give the consumer a sense of
belonging. Technology will enable physical lab
spaces to offer instant routine assessments to
understand individual requirements and offer
personalised, optimised solutions. Moving away
from a one size fits all strategy, emphasis will be
placed on designing solutions that help achieve
ambitious goals to empower one to become the best
version of themselves. 

Seeking to meet the highest standards, we will see
in-home solutions that provide personalised meal
kits and skincare regimens. 3D printing devices will
bring more value for convenient care. Search
engines will no longer suffice as the information
received from them will be considered skewed.
Consumers will expect products that meet their
specific needs with the added demand for brands to
guide and support them with the correct
information. Time spent on social media will be
replaced by self betterment and life improvement
activities. As the gig economy explodes, individuals
will no longer be restricted to one job or one office.
Remote working will continue to be viewed as an
attractive approach that allows for a greater work -
life balance. More individuals will choose project
based work as opposed to full time, giving them the
luxury of time and opportunity to engage in
recreational activities whilst simultaneously
maximising their output efficiency. Expect to see the
rise of Nootropics, Wellbeing Partners and the birth
of an Ageless Society. 

TOMORROW

SPOTLIGHT: TORRI LABS 

As consumers look inwards and seek out holistic solutions to
enhance their appearance and external wellbeing- Torri Labs has
worked with incredible doctors and health experts to develop
products that redefine vitality. With an ingredient centric approach
the company shies away from short term solutions and offers
natural products that enable the tribe to “perform, be and feel their
best” without eroding long term health and buoyancy.
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KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS

 Implement ageless marketing and brand campaigns 
 Build honest and mutually beneficial relationships with your consumers 
 Apart from providing products or services, be a credible source of information 
 Acknowledge the fact that a one size fits all strategy no longer exists 
 Become a well-being partner to your consumer that helps them tackle issues at their core

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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NOOTROPICS

LAVISH LEARNING

WELL BEING PARTNERS

AGELESS SOCIETY



A shift towards the seamless integration of human beings and their
environments

8.THE TRIBE TO COME 



The demand for natural ingredients follows an upward trajectory as long
lost approaches come into the limelight. In order to gain access to natural
ingredients, a move to become more local and thus support local has
emerged globally. As the supply of raw ingredients isn’t able to cope with
the changing demands of customers, technology is stepping in to challenge
existing practices and forge new definitions of natural. As the doors into
science expand, it will become more possible to re-engineer nature into a
new system. 

New definitions of beauty are being defined through biohacking, forcing
brands to customise solutions catering to an individual's specific needs as
opposed to merely age, gender or skin type. A futuristic food farm for
alternative protein and gene editing avocados to survive climate change are
a few examples of attempts being made to future-proof food. A key feature
of this approach relies on reviving concepts from the past and coupling
them with modern technology. On the hunt for eliminating static
interactions and deepening relationships with the surrounding, the demand
for natural versus chemical ingredients is rising.

TODAY

SPOTLIGHT: FARM SHELF

As consumers seek out more ways to become self-
sufficient and grow their own food, Farmshelf is providing
an easy and stress free alternative to home-farming. These  
hydroponic indoor farming kits automate the hardest parts
of growing plants and enable the production of the finest
produce, all from the comfort of your own home.
Conceptualised by some of the world’s finest chefs to help
them grow their own produce in their restaurants,
Farmshelf is revolutionizing the way people eat and buy
food.
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SPOTLIGHT: SOLAR FOOD SOLEIN

SPOTLIGHT: DRIFTWELL PEPSICO

Imagine if there was a way to create protein out of thin air?
Fininish startup Solar Foods has patented a new technology
that enables them to create a complete protein merely from
air. The only two ingredients required to produce this
product they refer to as Solein are carbon dioxide, air and
electricity. According to the startup “ Solein is 100 times
more climate friendly than any other plant or animal based
alternative and in terms of land efficiency is 10 times more
efficient than soy production."

With accelerating rates of insomnia and more consumers
turning away from sugar laden beverages that adversely
affect their health and well-being, Pepsico is launching
Driftwell - a beverage that promotes rest and relaxation. In
the battle against all natural, healthy beverages, Pepsi has
been struggling to retain and acquire new customers.
Drfitwell aims to help Pepsi reclaim its place in the market,
this time as a well-being solution aiming to provide relief to
those who are overstressed and unable to sleep peacefully.
This zero sugar, zero carbonation and zero calorie drink
contains L-theanine and enables consumers to unwind
before bed.

In the strive for sustainability, Huel was born with a
mission to create nutritionally complete food with minimal
impact on the environment. Each meal contains a balance
of protein, carbs, essential fats, fibre, plus all 27 essential
vitamins and minerals, and phytonutrients. The meals have
a long shelf life, can be consumed conveniently on the go
and use very little packaging. Lactose free, low in sugar,
containing no soy, GMOs, or palm oil, the meals are
healthy and affordable. Aiming to increase longevity and
enhance well-being, Huel allows consumers to eat
healthily, ethically and cheaply in a stress-free and
accessible way.

SPOTLIGHT: HUEL
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As a circular view on sustainability develops, the demand for meat and
processed food will decrease. Farm to table will gain momentum and the
demand for more natural will be achieved through a combination of
genetic modification and plant based ingredients. Bars and restaurants
will redesign their menus to serve the savvy and conscious customer.
Expect the introduction of healthy infused drinks that tap into our
senses, adhering to deeper issues that allow escaping and unwinding ie.
Social Tonics. As more consumers gravitate towards non-alcoholic
socialising, beverage brands will launch sodas, sparkling drinks and
other refreshing formats to provide easy alternatives for those turning
away from alcohol. CBD or THC will be infused in these all natural tonics
to provide comfort, relaxation and a mild social high chased by those
who indulge in alcohol. 

Resources that were previously inaccessible and scarce will become
available in abundance. Bio-technology will enable local variety, allowing
fruits and vegetables to be available fresh worldwide all year round.
Climate, weather and geographic location will not stand in the way of
giving customers the opportunity to purchase fresh and support local
simultaneously. Waste will be repurposed to provide new uses in the
same location as its primary use. Think coconut oil extraction and reusing
husks and leaves for fabrics or a kitchen transforming food waste into
fuel to run the kitchen itself.  Creative solutions to repurpose waste
locally will be adopted to enhance and improve living spaces. Expect
architectural designs to be more earthy with soft tones and rich in
shapes and lines. Moving away from the industrial age and into the
digital age, technology will play a critical role in redesigning the future of
food. Think synthetic biology and artificial intelligence as well as meals
designed to support space travel. Anticipate the birth of Biohacked
Beauty and Re-engingered Food. 

SPOTLIGHT: CANN 

TOMORROW

In the age of shying away from alcoholic beverages all
natural, social tonics are having their moment. Created in
California, CANN is a cannabis infused non-alcoholic
beverage that provides a mild, uplifting, social buzz. With
its all natural ingredients and bright, bold and eye-catching
packaging, CANN is a refreshing way to socialise without
the fear of a hangover.
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 Be an end-to-end solutions provider to maximise your value proposition
 Tailor your product offering to capture continuously changing consumer preferences
 Be adaptable and agile within all aspects of your business to remain relevant and competitive
 Technological integrations should bring value as opposed to complicating the experience 
 Offer innovative opportunities to repurpose products at the end of their lifecycle

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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BIOHACKED BEAUTY

RE-ENGINEERED FOOD

NEW NATURALISM

SOCIAL TONICS

KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS



A competition for focus in an era of non-stop digital distraction
9.THE FIGHT FOR FOCUS



Attention as a natural function of the body is no longer
enough. Paying attention to something while tuning
out other stimuli is key in a life suppressed by digital
noise. Digital users are drowning in stacks of
information and call to actions thus generating an
‘always on’ response. Crowded digital spaces are
giving consumers no control over what they spend
their time viewing and engaging with. Technological
tools that enable mass sharing of experiences and
information ie. TikTok clips and Instagram Reels are
currently winning as key focus grabbers, providing
content in buzz worthy and bite-sized formats. 

Brands are falling prey to cancel culture as consumers
are wisening up and seeing through false messaging in
their hunt for authenticity and transparency.

The demand for transparency is transforming design
trends to become cleaner, more simple, and with
clearer messaging. Notice shorter ingredient
statements, simple directions and limited colours in
branding. As less becomes more, consumers seek out
efficiency as opposed to short term benefits which
quickly lose their interest. Physical spaces are
upgrading their offerings to include activities that bring
communities together to increase engagement,
enjoyment and focus. A holistic approach that allows
for enjoying the moment is now just as important as
the end goal. 

TODAY

SPOTLIGHT: NETFLIX SOUND

Netflix’s ubiquitous ‘ta-dum’ sound hit the gold standard for sonic branding
since its launch 5 years ago. While other brands seek out new sounds to add
to their repertoire of sonic symbols, Netflix has partnered with legendary
composer Hans Zimmer to give the 4 seconds of prime piece audio a lift. The
new piece of music is an extended and more lingering version of its
predecessor - exemplifying the power of a great sound branding strategy.
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SPOTLIGHT: TIKTOK BURBERRY

SPOTLIGHT: LIVESTREAMING MODA OPERANDI

In the race for engagement, fashion brands like Burberry are looking to
quench their consumer's thirst by making their presence felt on TikTok.
As bite sized, homespun, authentic content continues to gain popularity
Burberry’s Ricardo Tisci launched the #TBChallenge where users were
asked to create the Burberry monogram through creative hand gestures.
Find innovative ways to extend the footprint of your brand through
unpolished, easy to execute, subtly branded challenges -remember that
on TikTok imitation is the highest form of flattery.

In the fight for focus, luxury E-tailers are using technology to
upend their online shopping experience by making it more human.
With its new video shopping feature, Moda Operandi is the latest
brand to jump on the livestream bandwagon. “MODA LIVE, the
new series of exclusive live-streamed shopping events aims to aid
with both consistent content delivery and marketing.”
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In order to win focus tomorrow, generating emotional connections
and experiences will trump all other marketing strategies.
Individuals will continue to demand more from technology and
these expectations will only rise. The ability for brands to become
emotionally intuitive and build personal relationships with their
customers will accelerate. Technology will become more human
and the relationship between humans and technology will drive
better focus. As consumers become more savvy and empowered,
so will their ability to cancel out brands and people they don’t
agree with. Cancel culture will grow as consumers realise that
with the click of a button they can easily ‘unfollow’ and stop
purchasing from a brand that doesn’t resonate with them.

Branding and messaging will have to become clearer and speak
the authenticity that consumers will crave. There will be a
dramatic shift towards brands that celebrate self expression and
empower their users. Identification is strongest through
experience, customer adoption through ad clicks will no longer
suffice, as engagement will become a key indicator of success.
Expectations will rise to encompass both desire and necessity into
one holistic solution. 

As customers turn away from screens to reconnect with their
surroundings, brands will need to win focus through physical
experiences that support individual goals. With the growing
number of choices available in the market, serving a singular
purpose will no longer withstand the test of time. Stickiness and
developing viral worthy experiences will be crucial in order to win
focus. Expect the rise of 'Experiential Retail', sonic branding and
'Authentic Ambassadors'. 

TOMORROW

SPOTLIGHT:FORTNITE PARTY MUSIC 

Epic Games amps up its virtual events
business by launching a Fortnite Music
Party. The free to play game that has
dominated cultural conversations over
the past 2 years kicks off a virtual
concert series with live performances
inside the game. The 3 week long
concert series aims to hook the user
even further and bring the energy of
live music concerts into the game.
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KEY TAKE AWAYS:

 Offer engaging content to give your consumers a sense of belonging  
 Align your offering to support their individual goals 
 Be emotionally intuitive to build long lasting relationships with your consumers 
 Offer clean, clear and consistent branding and messaging across all your platforms 
 Extend your brand identity to introduce new multi-sensorial experiences

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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AUTHENTIC AMBASSADORS

IINTERACTIVE ADVERTISING 

BEATS OF BRANDING

EXPERENTIAL RETAIL

MICRO TRENDS



10. COLLABORATION STATION
Bringing the world closer and unlocking new possibilities



Real time connection powered by 5G and
social media has taken down borderlines, to
unite all nations. The emergence of global
issues is a key catalyst for tightening
communities, allowing the combination of
unique talent and ideas. Individuals from
diverse backgrounds and cultures are coming
together to voice their opinions on shared
issues. Viral movements fuelled by social
media have become the norm today. Niche
creatives are collaborating to build cross-
continental connections that reach far, 

Powered by technology, individuals are
coming together to leverage each other's
networks along with key opinion leaders to
scale rapidly. Brands are introducing new
design processes that allow the repurposing
of waste and help drive the demand for
vintage products. Customers are seeking out
opportunities to collaborate with brands and
merge their identities with products through
personalisation and custom designs.

The sharing economy has exploded to support
local economies. Through ride sharing, home
sharing and clothing rentals, individuals are
seeing the power of collaboration to drive
innovation and efficiency. Spaces and
communities that celebrate collaboration have
gained popularity - like childcare solutions for
working parents and pet lodges for travelling
owners. Redesigning of shared spaces is
incubating mutual gain, shared learning, and the
development of cross cultural concepts.

Technological developments in open source are
enabling data sharing for mutual gain, allowing
innovators to enhance customer experience.
Improvements in video conferencing are
resulting in reduced travel for business as more
people realise they don't have to physically show
up to get the job done. Collaborators that
previously felt too far owing to geographical
constraints are now well within reach. 

TODAY
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SPOTLIGHT: PERRIER

Cross sectoral collaboration is a brilliant
way to accelerate your innovation efforts
by transferring approaches beyond the
borders of your own industry. Drawing
inspiration from previous collaborations
with artists like Dali and Warhol, Perrier’s
new collaboration with Japanese artist
Takashi Murakami is a riot of colours that
celebrates the intersection of pop culture
and history and flattens the distinction
between high and low culture.



SPOTLIGHT:SOUNDCLOUD X GRAVITY SPOTLIGHT: MC DONALDS X TRAVIS SCOTT

SPOTLIGHT: LEGO X LEVIS
Hitting the nostalgic chords consumers seek out in times of
uncertainty, Levi’s has teamed up with LEGO for the first time ever
to deliver a unique collection of outerwear pieces for men and
women. Giving customers the opportunity to customise their own
designs using LEGO dots, the collaboration oozes fun, creativity
and self expression. “It’s Levi’s and the LEGO Group coming
together to co-create something really special and new, but
undeniably familiar.”

Soundcloud steps into fashion by introducing
merchandise and apparel through its first
collaboration with independent broadcasting
company, GRVTY.  Referred to as the “Pure &
Wondrous Sounds” collection, this special range
of street led apparel highlights the ability for
music to help us connect, empower, escape and
heal. Featuring underground designers who
share the same DIY- spirited, innovative and
boundary pushing ethos- the collection aims to
uplift the community, especially in the midst of a
global pandemic.

Mc Donald’s unique collaboration with rapper
Travis Scott is a brilliant example of a cross
industry collaboration that has created a buzz
without the fuss. Without having to add a
single new item to their menu, the Travis Scott
meal gives the fast food giant the opportunity
to extend its reach beyond just burgers and
fries. Dropping limited edition merchandise and
an accessible menu that includes everyone’s
Mickey D’s favourites, this partnership
seamlessly melts together two iconic worlds
with a side of charity.
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SPOTLIGHT:ASTON MARTIN X BOWMORE 

TOMORROW
Community commerce will become the norm as consumers
work together to stand by beliefs that are important to
them. Tech giants will build ecosystems for entrepreneurs to
gain resources that are required to build and scale. The
collaboration between humans and data will enhance
performance, efficiency and significantly improve results. 

The younger generations entering the workforce will have
more opportunities and flexibility to follow their passions as
no career will be out of reach. They will enter the job market
with less professional experience but their efficiency will be
maximised through collaborations with companies,
counterparts and machines. 

In an increasingly connected and digital environment,
surrogate technological solutions will emerge as more
businesses will realise that no one company can deliver the
full breadth of technology at the pace that customers
demand.

Unexpected categories will merge to create multi-purpose
solutions eliminating the need for single-use cases. Brands
will focus on niche customer groups to capture end-to-end
demands, as people move away from conformed
stereotypes and adopt fluid personalities. Consumers will
expect brands to shape their offering for a unique customer
that expects fashion to be functional and function to have
style. Shared communal spaces will allow users to move
around freely, building interactive and social environments
that fuel collaboration. Expect the rise of Collaborative
Innovation and Corporate Social-Networking.
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Marrying the world of whisky with cars, Aston Martin’s striking
collaboration with Bowmore is a celebration of craftsmanship
and innovation. For the first time in history, Scotland’s esteemed
distiller and England’s revered car-maker have joined forces to
create a limited edition single malt inspired by James Bond’s
favorite ride - the DB5. This truly unique collaborative creation is
a shining example of a blend of shared values and passions,
representing a definitive moment for both Bowmore and Aston
Martin.



 Collaborate and engage with influencers and ambassadors who truly resonate with your consumers as
opposed to merely those who have a large reach 
 Explore cross continental and industry collaborations to extend your reach and target new consumers
 Collaboration knows no limits, partner with your consumers to maximise engagement 
 Look out for mutually beneficial collaborations but watch out for brand dilution and customer fatigue

1.

2.
3.
4.
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KEY TAKE AWAYS:

MICRO TRENDS

CORPORATE SOCIAL-NETWORKING

MAN VS MACHINE

COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION

COMMUNITY COMMERCE

CENTRALIZED LOYALTY



OUR METHOD

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
 & CONNECTING THE DOTS

THE QUANTITATIVE EVIDENCE COMBINING COLLECTIVE
KNOWLEDGE

 & THE GUT FEELING

TREND WATCHING FROM THE 
INSIDE & OUTSIDE

COPYRIGHT THE FORESIGHT FORUM  2020
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